LABYRINTHE

COSTUMED TECHNO PARTY + STREET ARTS
SWEATLODGE
2nd ACT >>> SEPT. 6 + 7, 2019 - NANTES
3rd ACT >>> SEPT. 11 + 12, 2020 - NANTES
Team / Cast 4 stage directors, 9 actors,
7 musicians, 10 technicians Style music, street
arts, scenography, experimental theater
Duration 10 pm to 6 am Audience Adults (18+)
Outdoors with 2 circus tens, 2 stages, alcoves and
corridors Superficy 5000 square meters (plus
parking space for trucks, trailes and caravans)
Potentialy adaptable indoors for a 1500 capacity
venue >>> TEASER <<<
Martin GEOFFRE
Production
martin@sweatlodge.fr
+33 672 415 793

Luce TORRES
Coordination
luce@sweatlodge.fr
+33 661 578 986
Follow us on
WWW.SWEATLODGE.FR

For the past 15 years, Sweatlodge has been organising 1000 to 1500 capacity techno parties where the audience is expected to be costumed. From the
very beginning, the aim of Sweatlodge is to mix performance and party inside and outside the circus tent. A new series of events has just begun, with
a project that offers a journey through the night to our audience, through
specific set designs, stagings and performances.
The idea of a journey, or of a path, reminded us our labyrinthine lifes and
parties, designed as a series of happy accidents derailing our trajectories.
The audience danses, then loses itself, becomes unstable, more fluid, is
deconditionned, unpacked, allowed to flow accross the party.
Our guideline : stay rough.
During three years, this new project will grow and change with each
event/laboratory, and as a result, a final version will be presented
in september 2020. The staging is directed by several artists who
will individually and collectively assimilate one of the moments
of these nights.
SINCE 2018
Tanguy MALIK BORDAGE - Grosse Théâtre
Lorca RENOUX - 100 Issues
STARTING IN 2019
François JULIOT - G. Bistaki
In 2020
Yann ECAUVRE - Cirque Inextremiste

